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deepika padukone ends cold war with katrina kaif does the - deepika padukone katrina kaif are anything but friends and
the reason is the one and only ranbir kapoor but now that ranbir kapoor is out of katrina s life and apparently dating alia
bhatt it, padmaavat song ghoomar deepika padukone shahid kapoor - presenting the first song ghoomar from the
upcoming bollywood movie padmaavat the song is sung by shreya ghoshal and swaroop khan lyrics by a m turaz and
rajasthani lyrics by swaroop khan, propose day ranveer deepika ranbir alia and other - there are numerous days leading
up to the valentine s day that will warm you up to the gooey feeling that is love propose day ranveer deepika ranbir alia and
other couples who should make, list of awards and nominations received by deepika padukone - deepika padukone is
an indian actress who works in the bollywood film industry she has received three filmfare awards six iifa five producers
guild film awards nine screen awards three stardust awards and six zee cine awards in addition to film awards padukone
has topped various listings of india s most attractive people including the times of india s most desirable woman maxim,
ranbir kapoor finds it hard to control his drinking habits - ranbir kapoor s latest movie sanju was filled with drugs
women and alcohol and showed the actor just couldn t stop his bad habits however all of that was his reel life antics
portraying sanjay, ranbir kapoor and alia bhatt late night rendezvous in pics - ranbir kapoor who is basking in the
success of sanju dropped by alia bhatt s house late on friday night the brahmastra co stars who are reportedly dating were
also joined by alia s filmmaker, box office ranbir kapoor s sanju on a record breaking - looks like there s no stopping
ranbir kapoor s recent release sanju the rajkumar hirani dorectorial has taken the box office by storm the sanjay dutt biopic
is in no mood to slow down at the ticket wondows as the movie is seeing footfalls in great numbers even during the
weekdays sanju has raked in a total of rs 167 51 crore in just five days of its release, sanju teaser ranbir kapoor nails
sanjay dutt s look in - sanju teaser begins with ranbir kapoor walking out of yerawada central jail after a long wait the
teaser of sanjay dutt s biopic titled sanju starring ranbir kapoor was released on tuesday directed by rajkumar hirani sanju
has ranbir kapoor playing the titular role and has an ensemble cast of sonam kapoor manisha koirala paresh rawal anushka
sharma dia mirza and vicky kaushal
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